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Two women â€” Ally and Lisa â€” find theyâ€™re the perfect domme and sub for each other.

Everything seems perfect. And yet.... remember, it's all fun and games till someone falls in love! The

hotly-anticipated second volume of the BDSM romance graphic novel that (consensualy) took the

world by storm! Originally a webcomic sensation, Sunstone is an erotic romantic comedy about

fetishism, sexuality and relationships.
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In this volume there isn't as much sex but there is just as much enjoyment. Sorry guys, I'm just

going to lay it on the table; Lisa is having a monthly visit from Aunt Flo and isn't getting frisky with

Ally. (I've heard more than one dude freak out when menses is mentioned)I was pretty surprised to

have that addressed in the book, especially since the author is a dude. I actually was really happy

with it. I'm one of those people that think about the lack of sex and consequences in romance

novels and plenty of other ridiculously practical things that hardly ever get addressed in the fiction I

read. (usually my problem not the fiction's problem) So when this happened I was really happy. I'm

aware that it was a plot device that helped slow the story down in order to develve into Ally's life

more and I have to say that I approve.The first volume was racy and exciting but if the story

continued that way at that pace, a lot of serious readers were going to fizzle out. This volume

packed an emotional punch.I think its great to see two people exploring love no matter what they

are into. Its also great to see that despite their choices they are not damaged goods. Sure, they've



faced hardships but they had normal childhoods, weren't moletested or any other sterotype that

gets pushed on people that make different lifestyle choices.I mentioned this before but if you like

romance or erotic tales check this out, even if you're not "into" the subject matter. it's just a really

honest story with quality art.

Second volume for me...Been following Stjepan since he was first posting on Deviantart. This is a

superb series and though it is "adult" in nature it is much more than a "dirty comic"...The characters

are well-drawn and quite human and the interpersonal dramas would be good reading even without

the great drawing of Mr. Sejic.Highly recommended.

I have read both of these books and Iâ€™m drawn to talking about the second volume first. The first

volume is great. Itâ€™s wonderful and I will be putting a review on the first one as well. But I really

felt like typing this feeling while it was still with me. To put it in a short way: the second volume

caught me off guard. The series paints an accurate portray of bdsm and how new or veteran people

reflect within it. The thoughts and feelings of Alley and Lisa strike close to me and feels like Iâ€™m

reading something that resembles my life. The excitement and the fear of meeting someone new

and not sure if you know what you want or even if itâ€™s real. The ending hit way too close to me

and I actually teared up. I had to put the story down for a bit.Short version: This is a really highly

highly highly great story series. If youâ€™re interested in bondage or bdsm and an honest to God!

love story that is grounded in reality, read this (that was a mouth full). Hell even if bdsm isnâ€™t

your thing, just read this. Sunstone is great modern love story. It has a lot truth and honesty.

The first volume was light hearted and fun. This had some serious unhappy stuff in it. Probably good

for the story, but I'm hoping it doesn't become all dark and depressing. I'm looking forward to the

next one to what happens next.

I love this series. The characters are very well developed, instantly grab your attention and hold on.

The subject matter is handled in a thoughtful and respectful manner. Alternative lifestyles are

presented in a clear way, and examined by several different points of view by different characters

within the book. If this were my lifestyle, this is how I would hope the people in my microcosm would

approach life. The relationships are portrayed in very a very real manner, with awkwardness and

fights getting as much attention as sexiness and romanticism. The respect paid to people of all

different walks of life is just tremendous. I know I repeated that point, but I did it on purpose: the



writers and artists should be commended for this portrayal.

Continuing the great writing and art of volume 1. Not much more to say than that. The first volume

was fantastic, and and as soon as I finished this I pre-ordered volume 3, and I'm pretty sure I won't

be disappointed!

One of the best comics I've read. Came recommended by a friend and was not disappointed.

Having checked the deviant art page, you can see where the author did things like further enhance

particular facial expressions between the drafts and the polished final, and the whole comic shows

several nice touches like that and general high quality craftsmanship. The characters have

dimension and heft, the supporting characters have depth, and without spoilering anything, from the

deviant art posts can mention that the series builds in later volumes to a very nice dramatic tension.

Series is so good phrases like "say sunstone and I win the game" and "chasing the curve" have

worked their way into the casual meme everyday conversation of people I know.

I'm so glad I bought the 1st volume of this without even bothering to see what the subject was, since

it would likely have put me off. Why? Because on the surface it's a graphic novel about a lesbian

BDSM love affair â€“ so it sounds like pure porn, right? Nothing could be further from the truth. Yes,

there's occasional toplessness, or even near-nudity, and certainly the occasional outfit is

provocative and, sure, alluring. But that's not what this story is about. It's about love, and trust, and

courage, and being true to yourself. It's about masks and about truth. It's about being different, and

accepting that. And it's beautifully drawn, brilliantly observed, and amazingly nuanced. The dialogue

and the expressions are perfect, and the characters are deeply endearing. In this volume, Ally and

Lisa take the next hesitant steps in their deepening relationship, and more friends come into the

picture. We also get to know some of their regrets and fears. And once again, Sejic finishes up with

a few pages on the creative process. For a writer or artist, I suspect that alone would be worth the

price of admission. I think this may well be a work of genius. Uplifting.
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